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Chapter V 

Aspects- of Social and Economic life of the people of Bengal 

SECTION I 

Ethnological backgroWld -

Bengal was inhabited in the primitive times by 

checkered groups of people of diverse racial groups, of 

different types of culture and a long time passed before 

they came into contact with the Aryans. In order to have 

a clear idea about the social condition of the people of 

Bengal, it is invariably necessary to discuss briefly the 

ethnollgical back ground of the people of BengaJ.o 

... 
According to the authropologists, the original 

inhabitants of Bengal did not belong to the Aryan stock and 

they have been represented no\>J by the Primitive tribes like 

tbe Kolas, iabaras, Pulindas Hadi, Dom, Chandala etc. 
0 •• 

Th~y have been referred to as the Nishadas in the Vedic 

li tel.'ature, though some of the scholars have termed them as 

Austr1c or A.ustro - Asiatic. Subsequently two different 

groups of people settled in Bengal and their langua5e was 

DraviQJ.an and Tibeto - BW:tman. A. new group of people subse-

\ 
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q_uently conquered the land and dominated ovei' all these 

early settlers. Tnese new groups of people ace the fore-

fathers of the high class Hindus of Bengal. The Nisbadas 

over whom the new group of people dominated 'formed the 

substratum of the population of Bengal and were submerged 

by new waves of people with a high culture ~1d civilization, 

so that ultimately they touched only the outer· fringe of 

of society, while the latter formed the basis and founda

tion~. The ethnic composition of this new group of people 

is a.matter of immense importance in the study of the social 

· condl. tion of Beng alo 

Prof. Mahalanobis has enquir·ed i.nto the subject 

with the help of anthropometic data regarding seven castes 

~f Bengal2• Though his anlysis has some limitation as he 

could take into ~count only a limited number of castes of 

Bengal, yet his discussion throws important light on the 

racial characteristic of the people of Bengal. One of the 

important informations is that there is closer similarity 

between the Brarunanas and other castes of Bengal than that 
0 

exists among the Brahmanas of other st~tes. It proves that 
0 

the people of Bengal formed a distinct group and never iso.-

lated from one another in the State and they did not strictly 

• 

' 
. i 

' 
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observe the rule of interdining and intermarriage which 

occurred gradually in Bengal. It is evident from the analysis 

of Prof. Mahalanobis that the upper class people or Bengal • 

formed a homogeneous group quite different from the people 

of other parts of India. It maY be claimed that the high 

caste Hindus of Bengal formed a. distinct racial group ltJhich 

sustained tittle changes in the historic time by contact 

lAth the primitive tribes and the immigrants from upper 

India. According to Late Ea.ma Prasad Chanda, the anthropo-

metric tests prove that, the Branmanas of Bengal 'are more 
0 . 

closely related to their non-Brabmana neighbours than to the 
0 

Brarunanas of Midland' 3 • 
• 

According to N .K. Dutta, in the pre-historic times 

three different races had come to settle in Bengal one atte'r 

another. First came the .. Mundas and then came the Dravidian. 
oo 

After then came the Aryan. In Europe we know that the Aryans 

were of tw:o different types - the long headed. in Germany, 

Scandinavia... England and Italy; and the broad headed in France, 

Spain, Russia and other sli:wonic countries. In Asia also, 

the long headed type is seen in Northern India, while the 

broad headed is seen in Iran or Persia. It is 3Upposed that 

while the main branch of the Aryans of the longheaded type 



Callle to India from Central Asia. via Afgha.niston and developed 

in Punjab and U.P. v.hat is known as the Vedic Aryans and the 

other branch of the Aryans came from Irt.n probably by way 

4 
of the sea and settled in Maharastra and Bengal • 

The inference that· the Bengalis 1 originally came 

from an ethnic stock that ~s different from the stock from 

which the Vedic Aryans originated 1 u made from the compara-

ti ve study of the shape of the skulls. Sri Herbert Risley 

has pointed out that the round headed clements ·d.hich prepond-

era.te over all ranks of society in Bengal, may be traced its 

origin to Dravidian a.nd Hongoloid admixture 5 • The view has 
" 

not been accepted by the autr~opologists and they pointed 

out his limitations regarding his classification of Indian 

races, the method of collecting data and arrivine ·conclusion 

from them 6• dai Bahadur H.P. Chanda was the first to oppse 

the theory of rlisley and pointed out that the p~ople of Bengal 

originated from the Homo-Alpine type, 1 a; very bJ'achy - cephalic 

population of Aryans or Indo-European speech li\·irJ.6 in the 

prehistoric time in the Pamirs ar1d Taklamak.B...n. desert~ 7 • The 
.r .. 

above theory is not wholly accepted, as the non-ruongolic 

cha;racter of the people of Bengr..u is nov: generally agreed. 

Yet Home-AJ.pinus or·igin of the Be!16alis is not accepted by all. 

J.ccorC.ing Dr. B.S. Guha "The presence of Broad h~adea skulls 
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in the early strata of Mar~enjo-Daro and Harappa would seem 

however to militate against this supposition. Recent disco-

veries •••••••• have definitely shown the existence of 

bras:hycephalic types in Sourth Arabia, of which the 'Omani' 

displayed Armenoid affinities v:hich accordin& to Keith must 

have come from Per·sia anu Baluchistan. Ther·e seems no reason 

to tl'..ink that :.he Indian Bra.chy - cephals with defini t.e 

Armenoi-i affiP..ities resemblint:, the 'Omani' had a differ·ent 

origid18• On the basis of the analysis of autr~opometric 

data collected by H.C. Chakladar, it may be presumed that 

there \vere the existence of a pr·edominP..nt Alpine type and an 

9 appreciable Me eli terranoan elements among the Bengalis • 

So far as Bengal is concerned its racial constitu
r:--

tion compl'ises t:t1ree J.istinct elements, Proto-Australoid, 

Dravidian and Alpine 10 •. While the Pro to - A.ust.caloid and 

J)ravidian elements are to be seer.~. in the lower castes of 
# 

Bengal, the higher castes reveal a prodominantly the broad-

headed Alpine racial elements. The preponderant elerncnt in 

the higher castes of Bengal is Alpine whereas i.n Northern 

India it is Nordic. Thus the .aen5alis ar·e racially Qifferent 

from the people of Northern India. Grierson sperurs of the 

language of the' outer Aryans' which contribute:~ to the maki11..g 

of such vernacular language of modern India as Gujrati, 

Marathi, Oriya, B engall and Assamese. These languages stand 

' • 
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distinguished from Hindi, P.ajasthani etc. of upper India 
·j;. 

:f:t:/ 

which are derived from the language of the Vedic Aryans. The 

former group of languages are found in only those areQS of 

India where Alpine racial element is found. Ra.i Bahadur 

Ramaprasad Chanda identified the outer Aryans with the 

Alpine race. Mr. Chakladar has pointed out ·that the outer 

Aryans came first and originated the early Vedic culture 

represented in the Sallhitas. He also adds that the longheaded 

branch of the Indo-Europeans drove the more civilized round-

heads to the South and East w~d gradually absorbed Vedic 

culture of the early settlers 11• If the theory of the Alpine 

origin is agreed, then it follows that the Indo -Aryan 

element in the language of Bengal is a contr·ibution of the 

Alpine race. One special feature of the language of Bengal 

is that Austric and Dravigian words are more commonly 11sed 

in it than the Indo-Aryan words. Hesearches of PrzYumski, 

Bloc Levi, Bag chi, Sten Konow and Chatterjee have all brought 

them out. According to M~ju/rimlilakalpa, the people of Bengal 

ipoke a language called Asuri. It is curious that one of the 

languages of the Mund~( that is Austric ) fairly is still 
•• 

knov.n as Asura. Not only the vocabulary but alsc.1 the phone-

tics; morphology and syntax were also influenced by it. The 

influences of it on toponomy has also been accepted and place 

• 



names ending with 1 rab.1 , 1 Guri, Jur 1 are all of non-Aryan --
origin. The influence of the Austric and Dr~vi~an speaking 

people on the material culture of Bengal is also great. The 

Austric speaking people introduced the art of·tilling the 

soil in Bengal ana the fundamental implement used in this 

connection 1 langula 1 is an Austric word. They also introdu-

ced the cultivation of rice, the principal food crop of 

Bengal 12• The Austric people also cultivated such other 

crepes as banana, brinjal, lime, betel leaf, coconut, tur-

meric, betelnuts etc. and the vernacular words for them are 

said to be of all Austric origin 13• Not only the Austric 

influence, but also there are some Dravidian influence over 

the people of Bengal. The \\Or<.ls like 1 Ur 1 , 'Pur' and 1Kut 1 

meaning city are all of Dravidian origin. 

One of the ~pecific features of tfie people of Ben-

gal is that fish is one of the most important items of Ben-

gali diet which is a feature of the Dravidian and Austric 
" 

speaking people. Herein also we find a distinct feature of 

the people of Bengal. Northern Indian Aryans were predominan

tly meat eating people 14
o 

It is not possible to discuss the ~atter in detail 

and it is not within the purview of our subject as we ·are to 

• 



discuss the socio-economic status of the people of early 

Bengal. But one thing should be kept in mind in this conn

ection that the Brarunanas and the high castes of Bengal 

15 
were not descended from the Aryan invaders • 

S e c t i o n II 

C A.ST E SYSTEM 

The pattern of the social system of reveals striking 

difference between Bengal and the rest of Northern India. 

While the rest of Northern India suffered itself to be swam-

ped by the culture of the invading Aryans, the people of 

Bengal, on the otherhand, maintained their cultural indepen-

dence upto quite a large period of Indian. hi st. ory. It is 

learnt from the Vedic literature that the cultUl'al conquest 

of the Aryans stopped after it reached Vedeha. Beyond Vedeh~ 

the land was said to be in possession of the Prachyas or 

Eastermers. The Prachyas as we have seen, v1ere various 

tribes such as the Aryans, the va.llgas, the Pundras etc. The 
• • 

The social organisation of those people was naturally based 

on tribal system. This in other vrord implies th.at the social 

organisation of the Prachyas Has different from the rigid 

four caste social system of the Aryans and so long as the 

' • 



Prichyas -were not Aryanised, this form of social organisa-

16 tion prevailed in Bengal o 

Multiplicity of Castes in Bengal 

An important feature of social system of Bengal 

after Aryan contact was the existence of many castes and sub-

castes. Though there were originally four Varnas, we find the 
• 

presence of numer·ous castes in ancient Indian society and the 

number of castes are multiplying everyday 17• Anthropologists 

think that this multiplicity is aue to several factors. 

Firstly, the rise of various functional groups that acquired .---
heredi ta.ry characters and followed the lawa of endogamy and 

exogamy. Secondly, the rise of race castes occasioned by the 

entrance of tribal groups in the Brabmani~l soc:Lety. Thirdly, 
0 

the emergence of sectarian castes and the factor of migration 

and cross breeding etc. added to their number. The Brahmanical 
• 

jurists invented the theory of anuloma and pratiloma sons or 

Jatis to adjust these factors 18• Yaj~avalkya found the pre-

sence of three factors; the occupational castes, the tribal 

castes and the cross-breeds. 

The names and number of the castes and sub-castes 

varied according to time and localities 19 • It has been found 
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that the names and position of the castes mentioned in the 

different smritis were largely influenced by the then cond.i-
• 

tion:·:. So we shall have to depend upon the text which par-

ticularly belongs to Bengal in order to have a clear idea 

about the caste pa ttern of Bengal. Bfihad-dharma PuraiJ.a 

and the Brahma - Vaiva.rta Purina may be regErded as such 

texts, though we cannot deduce information from them without 

reservation. Brihad-dharma Pura...'la represents the peculiar 

feature of the socio.l system of Bengal. It has divided the 

non-Brarunana. people of Bengal into thirty-six castes and all 
• 

I 
of them are described as the Sudras. This is an im~ortant 

fea.ture of the caste system of Bengal and it reflects stri-

king difference between the society of Bengal and the society 

of the rest of North India. It has been described in the text 

that King Vena, completely sweepir1g away the rules of. 
0 

Varnalrama, at his ov.n will created a number· of mixed castes 

by compelli~~ the union of males and females of different 

castes. Herein lies the different between the enumeration 

of the Smritis and the statement of the text regarding the 

origin of the mixed castes. It has been stated that the 

different castes of Bengal were not derived from the marriage 

of males and females of different castes but from the indis

criminate union under the compulsion of the King 20. 

• 



The castes derived 1~om the indiscriminate unions 

._..., 4 

may be divided into Uttama, madhyama and acfr..,;.ma Sa.T"\1.Cara 

I 
w.ith the status of Sudra. 

The names of the different castes ~~d their voca-

tions may be explained as follows : The castes of Uttama 

&ankara are : (I) The Karanas who were good scribes and eff-
• 

. I_ 
icient in off~ce work. They became sat - Sudras. (2) The 

Ambasi~as were to study medicinal sciences and to be physi

cians. So they were called Vaidyas, (3) The Ugras w-ere to 

follow the vocation of Kshatriya and practise military arts, 

(4) The Maga<L.~a was made the courthard and carrier of mess.-

ages, (5) T antuvaya - weaver, ( 6) Gandhavanik dealer in 
0 

spices, (7) Napita-barbe' (8) Gopa- -writer, (9) Katimakara

T 
blacksmith,(lO)~aulika- deale1· in betelnuts, (11) Kumbhakara 

potter, (12) Ka~sakara - Brazier, (13) {imkhika - Couch -

shell worker, (14) Dasa - Cultivator, (15) Vf~ajfv.f - betel 

vine growers, (16) Modaka -sweetment maker, (17) Marakara -

1 .. 
florist, (18) Suta - (bard or carpenter ? ) , (19) Rijaputra 

(Rajputs ?), (20) TambUli- (betal leaf sellers). 

2. Madhyama SaiDkara 

(21) T aksh~ (Carpenter), (22) rlaj aka ( vJasherman), (23) 

Svarnakara (goldsmith), (24) SvrP..avanik (trader in bullion) 
• • • 



(25) Abhira (cowherd or milkman?), (26) Tailakar·aka 
I 

(oil man), (27) Dhlvara (fisherman), (28) sau.r;<;ika (Vinter), 
. I 

(29) Nata (dancer, acrobat or juggler), (30) Savaka, Saraka 
• 

I 
(Sarak ? ) , (31) Sekhara, (32) Jalika (fisherman). 

0 

3. Adhama Sanka.ras 

(33) Malegrabi (?) ( a branch of Mal caste), (34) Kudava 
. . 

0 

(Korwa boatman ? ) , (35) Chandila (Chandal), (36) Va.ruda(Ba.roi), 
• • • 

(37) Taksha (C~penter ?), (38) Charmakara (leat:ner- worker), 

(39) Ghantajivi or Ghattajivi (modern Patnf caste), 
• • • 0 . 

(40) Dolavaru (Palanquin bearer), (41) MaJ.la (modern Malo). 

In the Br~ - Vaivarta Purana we come across the 

classification of dirrerent castes and sub-castes. All the 

. 1- 1- . 
castes have been classified ~nto satsudras and asatsudras. 

lhere is striking similar:lty between the two puranas regar-
• 

ding the status and the clas-sification of different castes. 

The castes placed in the Brihad dharma Purana in the list 
• • 

of Uttama Sallkara have been placed in the list of the · 

sat/udras. The only exceptions are that Magadha, Gand..havanika, 
. . . 

Taulika or Tailika, Dasa, B5rujfvi and iura have been exempted 

from the list of the Brahmavaiva.rta Purana and in lieu of 
• 

this we find the inclusion of Bhilla, J(uver a and the v aidyas. 

• 



Beside this the Rajaputra of the former work has not been 

mentioned in the latter. There is close resemblance between 

the madhyama safikara list of the former and the list of the 

asatfudras. The only difference is that Abhlra, Nata, labaka, 

lekhara and Jalika of the Brihaddhama :Purana have not been 

given place in the Brahmavaivarta.. Purana and we find 
fh, .. (.~,,;)~ C~)"W~._ 

attaJ1KBkara, Ko~aka, Leta, malla, Cb,a~makara. 
• ~L . • . • . , ~ - , 

J 

w:e ·• .. . • - -mamso.chchheda, Kaivarta, Gangaputra, Yungi 1 Agari etc. in 

Asat ludra group and among them Halla and Ct'larmakara have 

0 

been placed in the list of a;dhama Sankara of Brihad dharma 

purana. In the Brihaddharma. Purana we find the names of 
--~·- 0 

dhivara and Jalika associated with fish trade, but in the 

Brahmavaivarta Purana we find the name of one caste Kaivarta 

who used to maintain fish trade. According to 3hatta bhavadeva 
0. 

the Kaivartas belonged to adhama saiikara 21 • 

It appears from the informations fur·nished by both 

the Pwir:as that the wor·kers a.nu the businessmen were not 

0 

elevated to the rank of Uttama sankara. Among them mention 

may be made of Svarnakara, Suvarnavanik 21 a, 
• • • 

I -.. 
tailal\,ara, sutradhara, Suqi, Takshan, Dhivara - Jlllika -

Kaivarta, attaJ ikakara, kottika etc. They were all derogated 
- .... . __...._ 

to the rank of madhyarnu...sai1kara. The genesis of this may be 

sought to the primary dependence of the Bengali society upon 

• 
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a.gricuJ.ture and cottage industry since 7th - 8th Century A.D. 

and .wage earning labour .class was gradually losing the social 

status and the 1 inte.tt<Slctual and agricultural class· were grad

. ally becoming prominent in the Society' 22• 

Position of the Branmanas 

The Brihmanas stood at the top of the social hiera-
o 

·,, . 8' 
6 

J??l:.ly. The digests of the eleventh and twelfth centuries A..D. 

23 .contributed to conservation of social pattern • These digests 

~d la.w books give us the impression that the Brahm~as were 

~he real leaders of the society. Lak#dhara states that th~· 

·'ideal Bribmana should be devoted to the Vedic studies, chaste, 
,, ' . 
. . -

.. ~ruth;flll, sere.ne, afr·aid of sin and he should practise_ ahimsa, 

keep burning the sacred fires, scrupulously observe the religion 

24 . 
vows, love the cows and be free from greed • Contemporary 

~ 

literature and inscriptions show that the Brarumanas had many 
• 

.. 
· · _sub-sections and they were divided in subsections according to 

,· ::· 

· . their localities. Benga~ Brahmins beg an to the named according / 

to the g~s, a practice began in the period between the fifth 

and seventh centuries A.D. Bha.tta. Bhavadeva1 s mother was the· 
•• 

daughter of a. Vandyaghat.iya Brarunana .. Anituddha., the guru of . . , . 
. - I 

Vallalasena was a. Champahattiya Mahamahopadhyaya and Vatesvara, 
• • • 

the recipient of the Manahali grant of Madanpala also belonged 
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)..;; 
to Champaha~~i. The names of other gamis are referred to in . - ----

the Mabadi plate and also to be foW1d in the Saduktikarnamri ta
25

• 
1 I I 

Hatayud.ha refers to the division of the Radhiya. and Varendra 
• 

Brarunanas in his Brarunanasarvasva • 
• 

It is found in different Kulap~JiKas that Adifura and 

and Ballalasena were associated with the rise of Kulinism in 

Bengal. But there is no reference of Kulinism in e~1 'igrap.hic-

records of the Senas. The system of Kulinism, the grades of hon-

our, predominantly affected the rladlya and Va.:randra .Drarunana 
0 • 

society according to personal qualification.~~adually the system 

25 spread in the Vaidya and K~a.stha community a. We have already 

seen how the story of Acti/uxa was imported into Bengal during 

the reign of the Senas who appear: to have also popularised the 

system of Kulinism in their Kingdom 25 b. 

Beside them, there were the Vaidika Branmanas. The 
• 

Kulajis observe that a section of them were de.scendants of the 

five Branmru:as brought from K!lllauj by the Varman King Samalavarman 

and another section came from the bank of the SarasVati and 

settled in Kotalipada under the pat.rona6 e of the King Harivarman. 
• • 

Amongst the Vaidika Br·arunanas who came fl'om upper· India were 
• 

~nown as Pa~hatyas and those came from Dravida and Utkala 
• 
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- · - 26 Am th 1 f Br~-anas were known as Dii.kshlna ty as o ong o er c a.s s e s o a,u.!ll • · 
----------·--·---·--·d 

the Sarasva:tas, the 'Saxadvipis, Vyasa Paralara, Kaundin-ya;, 

I - . 26 a 
Sapta~ati etc. are referred in the KuJ.ajl texts o 

Regarding the power and position of the Brarunanas 
• 

Manu observe~ ~of all the created beings the most excellent are 

said to be those which are animated ; of the animated, those 

which subsist by intelligence ; of the intelligence, manki,ng 

and of men, the Brahmana' 27 
o Being spru.ng from the superior part 

• 

. (mouth) of Brahma and as he is the first born, and possesses 

the Vedas, he is by right the lord of this whole creation 28• 

The Branmana is a great divinity, just like fire, who is not 
• 

contaminated even in burial places 29
o An eminent sociologist 

holds the view 30 that 11 in the caste system primary emphasis is 

on status evaluation on ritual plane ••••••••• aKshatriya Kind 

may be povel' fuJ. and V ai./ya trader may be rich, but their ritual 

status vlill be rated lower than that of the poorest Brarunana. 11 • 

• 

This was undoubtedly a vital basis of the Brahmanas' claim . 
for superior! ty. 

Regarding the occupations of the Brarumanas the ancient 
• 

l~~~ivers point out that they being the friends of all the 

creatures, their means of subsistence should be fair, not causing 

pain to others. ACcordingly, it is laid dov.n that a ::;rab.mana may 
• 
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subsist~~ira (truth) i.e., gleaning of corn ; ~ita i.e., 

unasked gift • Mri t~ (death) i.eo, begging; Pramrita. (what , . . 
causes many death) i.e., agricu~ture or even by Saty~ita 

(a mixture of truth and falsehood) i.e. trau.e and money lendine 

but never by ivaVritti (a dog's mode of life) i.e. service 
31 

• 
• 

The moral restrictions allowing only lean sources of subsi.stence 

were bound to make their practical life very hard, compelling 

them to deviate from the ideals even in normal times 32 o !he 

authors enlisted several means of subsistence to be adopted in 

distress. As in the past, so during the period Wlder .review, 

the Brih.manas engaged themselves as soldiers. In Bengal, Govar-
• 

dbana, the father of Bbattabhavadeva was not only a distinguished 
0 0 

s.cholar but also a warrior 33 'Having increased 

(both his) land and learning in battle fields and assemblies of 

heretit!s (respectively) by feat of his arms and (display) of 

oratorial skill he justified.his name (Govardhana) in a two fold 

sense~ 34 • The earlier dharma/astras were not unanimous on the 

propriety of Brahmanas becoming agriculturist. If a Brahmana 
• • 

showed kindness to the oxen by neither putting unreasonably 

heavy load on them nor chastising them, gave them food and water 

at the proper time he might use them for ploughing md harvesting35. 

The practice of tilling was also recognised by other sources. 

&Branmana was allowed to trade in time of distress. But the • 

ancient law givers like Manu (X 36 - 116) Gautama (VII. 8 - 14) , 



vali.shtha. (II. 31), Narada and Yajnavalkya give a long list 
• 

36 
of articles which the Brarunaztas were not allowed to sell • 

• 
The land grants to Brarunana. seem to be of immense cultural 

• 
importance. It created a class of Brahm~ land lords in the .. 
period under study and gave them immense economic power. It 

/_ . 37 
is stated in the Anusasana Parva that peace prevails in the 

Kingdom if the Brib.manas are pleased by various kinds of gift, .. 
respect etc. Vatsyayana says that blessings of the Brahmanas 

• 

were regarded as a means to long life. 

It appears from the foregoing discussion that the 

Brihmanas were the most respected caste in society. They were 
• 

the intellectual caste. The extent of their influence over Kings 

can be easily measured fi'om the fact that even during the four-

teenth Century ~D. the digest makers advised the consultation 

with the Branmanas before taking decision. The inflt .... ence of the 
• 

Brarunanas on the Buddhist Pala Kings may be surmised from the 
• 

r'act that Darbhap¥ served four generations of the Pala rulers, 

beginning from Db.a.rmapala to Narayanapala. There could be no 
0 

greater testim9ny to t~e superior authority of the Branmana ,. 

minister Darbhapani than the fact recorded in the· Bactllpillar 
• 

inscription that he kept the emperor Devapala waiting at his 

ioor. We hear of two Brarunana royal dynasties in Samatata in 
0 • 



7th Century ~.D. The ascendancy of the Brihm~as increased 

still further in the time of the Varman and Sena. Kings. Bhatt a 
• • 

Bhavadeva, Halayudha and Aniruddha Bha~~a had enormous influence 

on the Kings of the said dynastieso 

Position of KiYastha 

Kayastha : Among other. castes, having prominence in 

the society, mention should be maeie of the Kayastha. Probably 
c,,-w-,;J~ - ,..) ,) - ·. 

the first mention of the - word occurs in the Yajnavalkya . _ 

(1.336). There is a lot of controversy among scholars about the 

origin of this caste, and some has gone to the extent of seeking 

their foreign origin. As to their function, sources in Bengal 

state that they worked as Collectors of Revenue, settlement 

and survey officers, bench -clerks, accountants and auditors, 

secretaries to the King, particularly as ministers of peace and 

war (Sandhivigrahika) and ~ometimes as Chief administrators of 

· a division. From the inscriptions of Gopachandra1 Dharmaditya 

and of the Prince Vainyagupta in Eastern Bengal and the Khilimpur 

grant of Dharma-Fala, it is known that the Kayasthas formed the 

majority in the superior cadre of district and divisionai officers 

without whose knowledge and permission no transfer of landed 

property could take placeo One thing should be noted in connec-

tion w1 th the power and position of the Ka3-asthas in Bengal that 



they held more important position in the management of State 

than the Brahmanas upto the 7th Century A.D. From the nature 
• 

of the services rendered by this caste it is easily understan-

dable that the Brarunanas and the KR.yasthas held swa:y in the State 
• 

in the succeeding periods. Some times they played important roles 

1n the society as physic ian, a.s we come a cross the example of 

L - . 
one Karana-Kayas~a who was the author of the Sabda - Pradipa . \ 

and who served as c;:ourt physician both of damapaJ.a and Govindra

chandra the well known Kings of Bengal 38• 

Besides we have instances in which Karana - Kayastha 
0 

played significant part in the administration of the Kingdom. 

The assumption of .the office of Mahasandhivigrahika by Sandya -

Kara-Nand.I born in the family of Karana - Kayastha in the reign 
0 

of Ramapala is an instance in point. 

,. 

Vaidya Ambashthas 

The Vaidya - Asbashthas like the Kayastha does not 
0 

appear to have formed in important caste in Ancient Bengal. 

They held the profession of Physician. The Ambashthas lived in 
0 

Western PWljub and are mentioned in the Mahabharata alongwith 

I 39 
the Sivis and Yaudheyas • In the geography of Ptolemy, the 

.. 



tribe is located the East of the Paropanisadai 
40

• Przyluski 

has shown how various Austro -Asiatic tribes liv~d in this 

region 41 and it is not unlikely that the Ambas~has also 

belonged to the same stock. The tribe was gradually coming 

under the Aryan influence, is proved by the Ambash~ha - sut ta 

in which Ambashtha is called a Bratunanawhile· in the Jata.ko4 
I 0 

--···--~ ... -· 

are also represGnted as belonginE, the same cast e. Dr. Rai Chou-

dhury pointsvout th~t "in later times, the Ambasll~has are 

round in Sourth-Eastern India near the Mekala range and also 

in Bihar and Bengaii 42 • 

The Amba.Ehthas have become Ka.yastha.$ in Bihar and 
• 

according to traditions, they have formed in Bengal the commu-

n:ities ofthe Vaidyas and Mihishyas. It is not known whether 

the Senas of Bengal were absorved in the Ka:yastha or the 

Vaidya community and whether they originally belonged to the 

Ambashtha community of South India. It is possible that some 
• 

Ambashtha - Vaidyas entered in Bengal in the early medieval 
• 

period and merged to the class of local physicians and develo

ped Vaid.ya community _4 2 a. 

The Kaivartas 

According to Brahma vaivar ta Pur ana, the Kaivarta 
" 

caste which assumed importance during the Pala rule, sprang 

• 
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... L 43 
n-om the union of Kshatriya male and vai~ya female • 

Manu also mentioned the Kaivarta caste. Bhatta Bhavadeva 
• • 

aJ.so mentions the Kaivarta as one of the seven antyaja 

or low castes. The Marushyas of Eastern Bengal, also kno'Wil 

as Halika Dasa and Parasara Dasa. are now held to be the 

same as chaf Kaivartas of Midnapore and other districts 

of West Bengal. On the other hand, the Dhlvaras or fishermen 

in East Bengal are known as Kaivarta. The tradition is recor-

ded in the Vallalacharita that Vallalasena improved the 

44 status of the Jaivartas and made them clean caste • 

ij.ationale of the proliferation of the number of the Sudras 

It is evident from the study of the caste system 

of Bengal that the Kshatriyas and the Vdsyas. as different 

classes as existed in Nort~ern India, were conspicuous by 

their absence in Bengal. Now wnat are the factors that 

contributed to their absence in Bengal. According to N.K. 

Dutta firstly, it is because, the non~yan communities in 

Bengal, like the pods, Bagdis, Chandalas, Kaivarta etc. were ------ --- 0 • 

too. numerous and powerful to be thoroughly subdued and 

absorbed by the thinning stream of Aryan r1arriors from the 

upper Gangetic valley. Secondly, the Rajputs, the Normans of 

.. 



Medieval India who rose to prominence in almost all parts 

of Northern and Western India after the HUna cataclysm of . 
the 6th Century .LD. and \'Jho are regarded as their fOl'e-

fathers by most of the Kshatriya ruling class in modern 

India were shut out out from Bengal by the indegenous Pala 

Kings for more than four centuries until the sovereignty 

passed into the hands of the Muslims. Thirdly, Bengal was 

ever a land of heresy Jainism and Buddhism claimed Bengal q,s 

their own. The long rule of the Buddhist Pala Kings very 

~uch loosened the idens of caste and was the principal cause 

of the abandonment of the Brahmanical thread by those 
" 

Kshatriyas and Vai~yas who were associated with the court 45 • 

But the more reasonable explanation is perhaps to be traced 

to the extended significance given to the tern iudra in the 

Purina Where it denotes not only the members of the fourth 
• 

castes but also those me~bers of the three higher castes 

who accepted any of the heretical religions or Who were in-

fluenced by Tantric rites. The predominance of Buddhism 

and T antric taktism in Bengal, as compared with other p:Lrts 

of India, since the 8th Century ~D. perhaps explains wby 

all the notable castes in Bengal were regarded in the 

Brihad - dharma Purana and other latter texts as i'udras 

and the story of Vena and Pr.thu might be mer·e echo of a large 
~ 0 

.. 



scale reconversion of the Buddhist and Tantric elements 

of the population into the orthod.(iX Brarunaf!ical fold. 

It wuld perhaps be YJTong to conclude that there 

were no Kshatriya or Vai4as in Bengal, tho:ugh there is no 

reliable reference to any Kshatriya or Vaigya family. But 

constant reference to Kshatriyas or Vais'yas are found ·in 

the writings of Jimiitavahana, Bhabadeva Bhatta and other 
• 0 

writers of sacred laws 46• Moreover as a. result of the dec-

line of Buddhism in Bengal, there started the process of 

conversion of the Buddhists to Hinduism and the converted 

section did not get upper strata in the Hindu ID ciety and 

they were all degraded to the status of Sudras in Bengal. 

This explains, to a great extent, wby all other than the 

Brarunanas, were regarded as Sudras in Bengal. 
;I 

It may be noted with greater cert~inty that the 

position of the i'udras was not so bad during the early pariod 

of the Social history of Bengal as we find during the time 

of the Varmans and the Senas. The reason of this trend may 

be sought in the liberal attitude ofthe Guptas to other 

religions sects. While the champions of Buddhism conti.nued 

• 
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to argue against the birth as the basis of Varna, the 
0 

growth of certain reforming ideologies specially the creed 

of Vai~vism, secured a large measure of religions qeuality 

for the iudras. Vai~avism reached its high watermark in 

the Gupta period when we find many epigraphic, numismatic 

and sculptural records testifying to its unparallel influ-

ence not only in Northern India but even in parts of South

ern and Western India 47 • 

0 ther Social Factors. 

In the Pala - Chandra age there was no difference 

between the Brarunanas and the Buddhists in the social struc-

ture. The Buddhists also were guided by Manu. It is inferred 

from the Buddhist account of Taranath and other Buddhist 

-I works of the Tebetans~that between Hinduism based on Var~rama 
• 

and Buddhism there was no social difference. Those Who adopted 

Buddhism taking the vow of monkism, there was no restriction 

of Varna system, but those Buddhists who were householders 
• 

used to observe the usual Varna~ama system j.n household 
• 

affairs. There are evidences of conflict between the Bud4~sts 

and the Brarun~as regarding religion end social organisation 

but there is no evidence that the Buddhists developed a separate 

• 



social structure. According to Taranath and other Buddhists 

teachers, Mahayana school of Buddhism was being influenced 

by Tantricism and there appeared new principles and doctri-

nes in the management of religions rites ana other type of 

religions activities. The Branmanical religion was deeply 
(I' 

influenced and further developed by the impact of Tantricism 

and the differences between Hinduism and Buddhism were eli-

48 minated in some aspects • 

The caste system of the Brahmanas was well establi-, 
K.(1.N-'~V-

shed during the Pala - chandra - : age and observance 

" of caste system and the preservation of the same were the 

aecepted responsibility of the Buddhist states. The caste 

system was not so regid and strict during this age as it was 

in later time. The mdin reasons for this are that Bengal did 
V') 

not develop its own uoctines based on smrit • Secondly, all . ,, 
the states and the ruling dysasties were refer mers of Buddhism 

~ich they professed. Though they were the supporters and 

preserv&rs of Brahmanical system, the doctines of smritis 
0 • 

coming from North and South India could not meet their absolute 

support in Bengal. Thirdly, as the Palas did not belong to 

upper class 49 , they were not keen to observe the caste 

system and social and religious rites based on the smritis 
• 

•• 



Fourthly, most of the people of Bengal were outside the 

sphere of caste system at that time and those ~o came 

within the sphere of caste system belonged to the class of 

people or Pre-ary:an culture. They were following the Bran-

manical culture Wlder the economic pres sur e. It was not .. 
easy to knit themselves in the structure of Branmagical 

society ana there is no evidence that the Palas and the 

Chandras did anything active to that direction. During that 

time, Bengal maintained connections with other countries 

with the help of Buddhist religion and commerce to some 

extent. For this, the outlook of the state was never confined 

to local sphere. The people or villages and towns did not 

depend solely on rate. It was during the time of the Senas 

and Varm.a..qt the smritis of middle India and the conservative 
• 

outlook of the South India were going to deomnate over the 

outlook and culture of th~ Society of Bengal gradually. The 

· . people of Bengal were gradually becoming dependent upon fate. 

This dependence on fate and the gloomy outlook of life 

found support on the contemporary society based on agricul-

ture and land. Moreover the life dependent on agriculture, 

become conservative and remained self-sufficient within the 

family, clan and village and the need for broader and variegated 

outlook of the society was little. It was natural that when 

• ' 



a society which had lost its virility and lapsed into a 

state of inertia, would give way easily to any foreign invasion. 

The Senas and the Varmans settled in Bengal v.rith ortho-

dox Brarunanical culture of South India. The feature that origi-
• 

nated during the time of the Vprmans aeveloped during the rule 

of the S.enas. The Bratunanical Society became resolute for self 
0 

preservation and self establishment. Bhatta Bhavadeva was not 
0 0 

at all respectful to the Buddhists 50 • During the Sena period 

this attitude became ~stute. It is evident from epigraphical 

sources of the varmans and Senas that in the list of land grants 

there is not a single inscription regarding gift to the ffiuddhist 

monastery, though there was trace of Buddhism at that time as 

evident from Pattikera ~nscription of RanavailKawalla Harikala 
• • • 

deva (1220 A.D.). There was no sign of any kirid of l~eralism 

in the Varmans and SenO.. rule. The liberal outlook of the Society 

was no more. On the other hand, the Senas, the Varmans and the 

Devas developed strict Brarunanical culture of the Vedic Age .. 
completely ignoring the glorious li~ral outlook of the Pala 

Chandra age 51• 

The ~ts, crafts and pro.Tessions were not hereditary 

and the different castes normally followed the normal profession 



assigned to them. But there was no absolute rigidety or 

exclusiveness in actual practice. The relaxation continued 

in early Bengal which is proved by apigraphic and literary 

references. Even the Brahmanas became soldiers, rulers, ad-.. 
ministrations, counsellors and followed other vocatio~s. Evi-

dences prove that a Kaivarta served as high royal official. 

The Ka.ranas pracfised medicine and. military arts, the vaidyas 
• 

became ministers am.i the Dasas served as officials and. court 

52 poets • 

The relation between the different castes in early 

age cannot be clearly defined, but they had not developed into 

the strictly rigid system as prevailed in the 19th Century A..D. 

According to classical authors, intercaste marriage was prohi

bited 53• Hiuen Tsang states that the members of a caste marry 

within the caste 54• These statements no doubt suggest that 

intercaste marriage was not allowed as is also indicated by 

-the A.pa.stamba Dharmasiitrii;, according to which one should marry 

a girl of the same varnao It may however be pointed out that 
• 

Gautama, vLsi-~ha., Manu and Yajr(avalkya prescribe that 
• 

a person should b~ preference marry a girl of his own Var~a55 • 

Although marriage among the members of the same caste 

was the ordinary rule, inteJ.'marriac;e between a male of a higher 

.. 



and the female of a lower caste was regarded as valid down 

to the last days of the Hindu period 56
o It has been suppor-

ted by the Tippera. copper plate of Lokanatha wo was called 

a Karana. In the said inscription the grandfather of 
• 

Lokanatha1 s father is described as sprung from the family of 

the sage Bharadvaja and the great grandfather and grandfather 

of his mother are in verse 6 called respectively dvija-varah 

and dvija~sattamah, but his mother's father in the same 

verse is described as a parafava. So we see that, although 

the fii'st few ancestors (both paternal and maternal) of 

Lokanath were 13rarunanas, his maternal grandfather had not a pure 
- 0 

Bribmana origin, since it IDclY be inferred that his Branmana 
• • 

!ather married a §udra wife and he (the issue) was therefore 

known as para,ava 57 
o The facts that Ke/ava was placed in 

charge of the army, that he was in touch with the King, and 

<!' 

that he was held in high esteem. The fact proves that marriage 

of a Brarunana male and ~udra female was not always even condem-
• 

ned and the issue of the marriage did not occupy a low status. 

It is not quite certain Whether Loknatha was degraded on ace-

ount of his mother. That such a marriage between a Brahmana . 
• 

and a iudra continued down to the end of the Hindu period~ 

is proved by the writings of Bhavadeva and Jimutavanana. 

Jfmiitava:.1~ says in the Daya.bhaga that though marriage with 
"-

a tudra woman involves degradation and loss of caste, illicit 

.. 



union with her is reckoned as trivial offence. All these 

definitely prove th~ existence of intercaste marriage though 

they show a growing desire to stop the marriage of a Brawn~ 

with a iudra girl. But there is no doubt that such marriage 

was regarded asvalid and did actually take place. This is 

also evident from the statement of Bhavadeva 1n his Prayaichitta

Prakarana 58 about the 11 accomplished iudra wife of a Brarunana!'. 
------~·- . 
It appears from the rule of inheritance laid down by 

J!miitavaha.na about the 6uct.r~ wife of Brarunana 'that a woman may .. 

be espoused, but may not be ranked as wife ~s this rank belongs 

to one who is competent to assist in the performance of 

religious rites1
, 

~ regards food Bhavadeva quotes older authorities 

prescribing penance for a Branmana. eating food touched by a 
0 

Chandala or cooked by antyajas, Chandws, Pukka/as, Kapalikas 
e. I ! 

~ 

and a.number of specified low castes such as Nata, Nartaka, 
• 

Taks~ Charmakara suvarnakara., s'aundi=ka, Raj aka, Kai varta. 
•• 

and Brarunanas following for.bidden vocation 59 , 
• 

Thus from the careful observation of the social posi-

tion of that time in Bengal, it appears that the restrictions 

of intermarriage and interdining was confined to only the 

.. 



Branmanas and their relations with other castes, but gradually 
• 

it was extended not only among other castes but also various 

branches of the same caste as it was the marked signs of 

aristocracy. Subsequently marriage was absolutely confined 

within the narrow fold of one of the numerous subcastes, 

branches or clans into which a caste was subdivided and inter-

dining 'WaS similarly restricted. But it was far from being 

marked by the end of the 12th Century A-D. 00 • 

S E C T I 0 N III 

T h e position o f w o m e n • 

Ancient literature of our country both general 

legal, lack unanimity of views, regarding the question of 

the status of women in Society. So ti is rather difficult 

to draw up an accurate pJ_cture of their position in ancient 

Indian Society. Their status in life has been a subject of 

amelioration and modification 61• There have been ups and 

do~ in their social status, but these ups and do\ms helped 

very little to bring about a radical change in ~heir status. 

Reforms from age to age have tried to assign them a definite 

position of life, but inspite of their honest efforts, it 

remained a baffling problem to adjust theories with pr~ctice. 

.. 
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Manu, one of our chief authorities on the subject, is also 

a glaring example of inconSistency in the matter. But despite 

w~vering attitude, Manu is very firm about one thing; he 

could never cherish the idea of women enjoying an independent 

status in life. A.ccording to him a woman has to lead a life 

of dependence throughout her life, seeking protection of either 

her rather, husband or son 62• But this hard attitude towards 

women cannot wholly he ascribed to Manu, bee a use generations of 

writers before as well as contemporaneous to him, have expre-

. ssed the same views. It is stated in the Mahabbarata that a 

women should never be independent. She should be protected in 

childhood by her father, in her youth she should live under the 

protection of her husband and in her old age her son should 

look after her 63• Thus it is said that never in this world 

women acquire independence 64 and it is the wish of the Lord 

Pr&.j~at' that women sh0uld never be independent 65 • Early 

Dharmasutra writers, Baud.hayana and- va.lishtha harp on the 
• 

same notion. Baudhayana says that a woman is never fit for 

independence 66• valishtha, like his predecessors, enjoins 
0 

complete iependence of women and according to h.im 11 a woman 

is not independent, the males are her masters" 67• The highest 

fulfilment of women's life consists in her being an ideal 

member of a joint family, in doing the household work and in 

.. 



68 
keeping the home in order o 

250 

Inspite of such strict injunctions, there are instan-

ces which show that women oft en enj ofed considerable freedom. 

Women in ancient India not only had freedom of movement, but 

they carried on their activities both inside and outside the 

country. Though from contemporary literature it vecom~.s clear 

that women enjoyed some independence in different spheres of 

life, yet her world rotated round the domestic sphere. It has 

been enjoined that she shoula regulate the expenciiture of 

the family, should be careful in keeping the house and hearth 

clean and be economical in habits. She must cheerfully and 

cleverly manage her family affairs. The ancient la~ivers 

put ·every emphasis on the fact that women should be honoured 

and prgperly treateQ.: Hanu says 1.'.where· Wo111en are honoured. · .. 

there the Gods are pleased; but where they are not honoured, 

no sacred rite yields any rewards" 69 • Manu further says that 

where tl:E female relations live in grief, that family wholly 

perishes, but where they are not unhappy that famjly ever 

prospers 70 • It is interesting to note here that quoting 

Bandhayana and Gauta.m.a, Laksmidhara recommends that a son 

should abandon the father who kills the King, who teaches 

the s'udra, who ace epts money from s'udra, for performing his 



.own sacrifices or sacrifices on behalf of iuctras, who is 

guilty of killing embryos, who lives with the. lowest classes 

or Who cohabits with a female of low caste, but he should 

never abandon the mother when she is excommunicated 71• 

Side by side these admonitions, we sometimes find a 

curiously contraaictory attitude. The very birth of a female 

child in the family was viewed with displeasure and concern. 

Out ancient 'WI'iter·s are not in the havi t of setting great 

value on the standard of female morality. They are considered 

fickle in their nature and frail in their habits. Manu expre-

ssly states that it is the nature of women to lead men astray 

and for that reasons wisemen should never remain unguarded 

in the company of women. 72 He makes special provisions 

so that women may be guarded against their evil inclinations. 

~ 

He advises a man to carefully guard his wife in order to 

preserve the purity ana integrity of his family, otherwise 

she will bring sorrow to two families (her father and her 

husband) S.hahanara Hussain has pointed out certain inert 

contradictions in the thinkinc of our Pandit and la-v1-makers. 

It is no gainsaying the truth that 1 women on the one hand 

were regarded by the tastras and tantras as the f9rms of the 

mother Goddess, but on the other, were prohibited from per-

forming sacramental rites with sacred texts. A wife could 

.. 



do no religious acts independantly of her husband or without 

his consent~72 a. Even a social reformer like Buddha had great 

distaste for women's liberty. Though Buddhism aimed at a 

casteless society, Prof. Hussain observers that the fate of 

women was no better. Even after women got permission to enter 

the order, the rules of their order made the nuns rank lower 

than the monks 72 b. The Buddists assigned a distinctly infer
·~J. 'ICK t-w..;)~/J 

ior position to the because Buddha was of the opinion 

that their admission to the Buddhist samgha was bound to des

troy its integrity and purity 73• 

The position of women in ancient India has attract.ed 

the attention of scholars for a long time. Almost all of them 

are of the opinion that the position of women deteriorated 

successively through different times in history 74• The· reasons 

for the decline of the position of women in ancient India 

from the period from 1000 BoC-o to 500 A.D. have been clearly 

sorted out by A.S. Altekar. The reasons are - (1) the imposition 

of Branm~cal austerities on society, (2) foreign invasions 

of India affecting women's status adversely, (3) the intro-

duction of the non-Aryan wife into the Aryan household, (4) 

discontinuance of upanayana of girls, (5) Lack of' educational 

facilities for women, (6) the role of the caste system, joint 

' ... 



family system 7S. Sulrumari Bhattacharyya has sorted out some 

other reasons. Firstly, with the growth of personal ownership 

of wealth after dissolution of the group ownership there grew 

. ~sort of surpJ~s wealth of the individual which he wanted 

to enjoy himself. But his life was limited. He desired that 

his descendants should inherit his property. To be ensured 

that his own descendants should inherit his property, he main-

tained strict vigilance over his wifeo He observe st1·ict surve

illance over his wife, sec14aed her who must be very chaste ,, 
in sex morality and uncontaminated by the touch of other men, 

Wife must bear his own child only. Secondly, Men in many cases, 

were interested in Plurality of enjoy~ent of women and doubted 

the chastity of women probably 76 in the light of their own 

characteristic traits of nature. So restrictions were imposed 

on free movement of women. 

It is known from the Kamasiitra of Vatsyayana that 

the women of Gauda were soft, timid, sweet speaking and 
• 

graceful 77• The position of women, to some extent, imp~oved 

in Bengal in early time. The genesis of the improved condition 

of women in Bengal has been clearly analysed by Bharati Roy. 

11The dominant mother is a deeply ingrained clutural concept 

of Bengal, deriving its source, if not from an early matri-

.. 
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lineal tradition, certainly from the indigenous Pre-Aryan 
. ./ 

mother Goddess cult. A. woman is •s:_.akti 1 (source of power), 

but it is not women as an epitome of beauty (like the Greek 

Venus), not as a. sex symbol (as in the linga or male sex 

worship), but only as a mother that a woman is put on a 

pedestal". "The presiding Bengali diety, KB.li, the mother 

Goddes, standing on the Prostrate figure of iiva, her husband 

symbolises· as clearly as any such symbolism can ever do, 

the domination of Female principle aver the male principle. 

Perhaps historically this is related to the attempt to preserve 

the India of the mother Goddess against the Aryan consequence 

with their rather Gods and their semi cultural logic. In the 

struggle for hegemony, the mother Goddess had managed to 

retain her primacy, at least in Bengal. A mother, therefore, 

connotes a position of supremacy in the Bengali Hindu Psyche 

as well as family life 11 78 
o 

It appears from the description of Dhoyi that the 

women of Vijayapura, the capital city of Lukshmanasena that 
• 

the Parda system was not much in vogue 79 
o But Vatsyayana• s 

statement somewhat contradicts the above view when he speaks 

that the women of the royal harem of V~a were not accustomed 

to move out freely and used to speak with the outsiders from 

behid a curtain 80 • Inspite of serious handicap many women 



:55 ~· 

used to take education Higher education was not so common 

among them, as Vatsyayana himself says that women did not 
I_ 

ordinarily get any education in the Bastras but daughters 

of Kings and nobles as also the Ganikas were highly educated. 

In vatsyayana' s opinion, a knowledge of the Kama.sutra with 

its subsidiary sciences would be useful to all women, both 

high and low, rich and poor. A poor woman who on accoun.t of 

the absence of her husbend finds herself in great distress 

and difficulty, might earn a decent living even in a foreign 

country by means of knowledge of these sciences 81• Dhoyi 

in his Pavanadutam also refers to such a practice 82• 

Another instance of the improvement of women 1 s position during 

the Sena - Varman age was the inclusion of the queen in the 

land grant charted. It indicates certainly an improved posi

tion of women in Bengal of that time 83 
o In the Sena - Varm.a:Y\..-

lj:' 

period we find the elevations of the status. of aa!'ni who 

· held important positions alongwi th the other dignatories as 

it is known from inscriptions •. It is perhaps due to the status 

enjoyed by the wmen of South India where from the Senas were 

hailing. In South India the matriarchal system, v~s in vague 

among the different ruling families from an early age. In the 

inscriptions of the period under survey we find the ideal con-

jugal love amongst divine couples was held up before the people. 
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The Ramapala upper plate states that l{uee:t Sr~Kanchana. 

0 

was to King Trailokychandra was s'achi was to lndra, Gauri 

to Hara and iri to Hari 84 • Similarly, the Naihati copper 

plate of Vallalasena comparing Vilasdevr, q_ueen of Vijaya~ 

sena, with Lalu(mi and Gourf 85 • 

From the archaeological evidence and ancient liter

ature it appears that women used to wear ~adi something like 

those worn by modern women. But they did not make upper garmen

ts by using a portion of ~di. From archaeological·evidence it 
---A-

appears that it was a general custom to expose the upper 

portion of body of women. They used to wear a kind of dresses 

something like Kuchbanda or bodieJL-. They also used cloth like 

that of blouse. Women sometimes used to wear scarfs also. 

Dancing girls used to wear long tight Pajrur)a upto heels. They 

also used to hang long scarf ever shoulders. Both men and 

women used to wear ornaments. Ancient Bengali women used oil 

in hair dreasing. They used to wear tip of Kajal(Collyrium) 

on foreheads and eyes. Married women used mark of vermilion 

on forehead 85 a. 

Women enjoyed some privileges and loyal rights in 

Bengal and had to rely mostly upon the natural lnstinct of 

I 

I 
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love, affection and sense of duty possessed by their husbands, 

sons and other relatives. Polygany was prevalent in various 

parts among the wealthy. The kings generally considered it a 

privilage to have crov.ded harem. Princes, high officials and 

the rich also married more than one. Vatsyayana says that the 

wealthy people had generally a plurality of spouses, who 

outwardly no doubt, appeared to enjoy many objects of pleasure; 

but in reality; their conditions was miserable indeed as the 

husband was but one and the claimants to his affection were many. 

Ancient lawgivers have pointed out that an ideal 

woman should be an ideal housewife, but in Bengal during the 

period there are instances of the married women going outside 

to earn money by means of spinning, weavine and some other · 

mechanical arts 86• Sometimes the employers offered bribes 

to the wives of labourers ..in order to induce them to send 

their huabands or some other members to work 87 • This shown 

that the w1 ves of the Vai/yas and the Sudr as took active part 

·in the business of their husbands. But women were considered 

unfit for all responsible works. It was believed that they 

were incapable of performing the difficult duties of admis-

88 
tration • 

Manu is strongly against divorce. He says that 

.. 



neither by sale nor by repudiation a wife can be released 

rrom her husband 89 • According to Medhatithi, a wife sold 

or repudiated cannot become the legitimate wife of another 

man 90 • Manu in another place says thilt the desertion of 

a guiltless ~dfe is a crime for which a large amount has 

to be paid as fine 91 • Only in cases where the wife yields 

herself to gross adultery and unfaithfUlness, the husband 

is authorised to abandon her 92 • Manu also holds the same 

view. According to Kantilya, if a man apprehendine dang~ 

from his wife, desires divorce, he shall return to her 

'Whatever she has been given on the occasion of marriage 93• 

A man and wife are bound to observe mutual fidelity. They 

are the part of the united whole. The marriage vow is mo~t 

sacred, transgression from which was is to be meted out with 

severe pwlishment. This is the high ideal preached by ancient 

. 94 
lawgivers • Most of thes~ prescribe heavy punishment and 

penances for wives who prove unfaithful to their husbands 

and are of questionable conducts 95 • 

In Bengal, after the death of their husbands the 

the wives had to live in complete chastity and to avoid all 

kinds of luxury and exciting food such as meat, fish etc 96• 

The position of the widows in society was not at all enviable. 
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They were looked upon as inauspicious and were hardly allowed 

to take part in different rites and ceremonies. ·rhey seem to 

have been encouraged by the people to immolate themselves in 

the funeral pyre of their husband. The Dayabhaga law -which. 

permitted even the childless widow to become an heir, was not 

an unmixed blessing to the weak minded section of the women 

in Bengal, Social leaders took undue advantage of this grief 

stricken condition of the widow and stood to gain by her 

elimination 
97

• The Brihaddharmapurana also agrees to the 

above fact 98 • So it is apparent that the custom of Satf came 

into vogue in Bengal from fairly early time. 

Regarding the right of the widov1 to inheri tproperty 

the opinion of the scholars differs in ancient time. During 

the period from 400 - 1000 ~.D. the jurists were divided into 

two schools, the orthodox one embodied by Narada, Katyayana 

and King Bhoja of Malava not ace epted the right of the wid0\-1 

to inherit and the reformist one which was bent upon agitating 

for the popularisation of its now reforms. 

The school of reformers was not pr eparE::d to ace ept 

any compromise. It insisted that widows right to inherit the 

full share should be recognised. It based its case on logic,. 

.. 



:so 

Brihaspati pointed out that the Vedas, the Smritis and sages 
• 

of ancient time have unanimously declared that the husband 

and the wife are the joint owner of family prop.;;rty and 

together constitute one legal personality. A man, therefore, 

cannot be said to be completely dead as long as his wife is 

alive. How then can property pass on to another in the life 

time of the widow ?
99 

Brihadharma purana points out that the 

widow can offer funeral oblation to her husband and so she 

should be allowed to inherit property. Prajapati lays down 

that the widow has a natural right to inherit all her hus-

band's property including moveables, immovables, bullion 

ornament, stores etc. Her right is not the least affected 

ever if her elderly relations male or femal.e are alive. She will 

of course, show them proper reverence, but hold property in her 

own possession. If any male relation obstructs her peaceful en-

joyment of the estate, it is the bounden duty of the King to 

punish him as a thief 100• These verses have been attributed 

t B . h . i th D- - lOl . I - ~ o r~ aspat~ n e ayabhaga • It is perhaps J mutav~lana 
• 

who argues the widow's case in the most masterly fashion. There 

is no authority to hold that the ownership in the husband's 

property, which the wife acquires at marria6e, terminates with 

the husband's death. How can it be argued that the wife's right 

is destroyed at the moment she is widowed ? Nor can it be 



maintained that she is to utilise just as much of the income 
" 

as may be necessary for her bare maintenance. Vishnu says 

that the property of a person dying w.ithout sons will first 

devolve upon the widow and then upon the daughter, parents 

etc. Now it is admitted that in the above text term property 

denotes the whole income of the estate, when construed with 

with all other heirs like the daughter, the brother, parents 

etc. Row then can it have a restricted meaning when it is 

construed w1 th the widow ? 102 The new school maintained that 

the widow• s right of inheritance was inherent. The only cir

cumstance that could defeat it was unchastity 103 • 

The society of Bengal at that time lost its vigour, 

to a great extent as a result of the seximmorality and the 

evils of tantric influence. The picture was to some extent 

!' 

different in villages where the people led a simple and balan-

ced life which is evident from the description of Hamacharita. 

But the picture was altogether different in the sphere of town 

culture. The wealth, luxury and extravagance of town are hardly 

compatible \dth strict moral .sences 104• The sources of ins-

criptions and literature prove the immorality and excesses 

of sensuality in the early Bengal. Kamasutra 105 clearly 

elaborates the clear picture of the laxity in moral codes of 



the fashionable young men and women of Gauda. Dhoyi the author 
• 

the Pa.vana-dut~has gone to the extent that 11 those were not 

. 106 
merely tolerated but regarded as part of normal social life 11 

• 

This may be confirmed by the fact that the Brahanas could have 
• 

established illicit relations with the £udra women and very 

little penalty was imposed upon the Branmanas for this offence • 
• 

One of the striking feature of the society of 1:3engal was the 

practice of hiring courtesans by the wealthy persons. The 

amorous intrigues of members of the royal harem in Gauda and 
• 

Vanga with the Brahrna.nas, slaves and servants have been clearly 
• 

enumerated in the Kaoasutra 107 which testify to the fact that 

the people of outside Bengal had a very low idea of the moral 

standaed of the people of Bengal. 

The low moral standard of the people of Bengal is 

also proved by existencef of the system of Devadasi. The insti-

tution of Devadasi now looked down upon, was widely PZ:_evalent 

in Bengal. It is stated in the Deopara inscript.ion that King 

Vijayasena provided a hundred lovely female ( at~endants) 11 

whose bodily chdl'ms were heightened by ornaments 11 for the 

Prady}Dnefvara iiva. Dhoyi, the author of Pavana-diitar11also 

in a verse mentions the .uevadasr or temple c;irls of diva. 

The custom of dedicating Devadasi to shrines is only seen now 
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a. dass 1n the district Southern Malabar and the regions. 

thereabout 108• The natural inference from the fact is that 

most probably the Sena Varman Kings brought this institution 

0 

from ·the Southern India. Reference in Rajatarngini of a 

dancing girl Kamala in a temple at Pundrava.rdhana in 8th 
0 0 

Century A.D. infers that the system was in vagne in different 

parts of Bengal. These dancing girls, though dedicated to 

the temples, were no better than common courtesan. The low 

standard of morality is further proved by the pra1:!tice of 

ke.eping female slaves referred by Jimutavahana and these 

·women were kept for enjoyment 109 • So the women were no better 

than commodities of enjoyment. 

The prominence given to the voluptuous practices · 

in the festivals of the period under consideration was not an 

isolated phenomenon llO. If was a symptom of the decadent soci-

ety in which religions practices were vitiated by a frank and 

unabased addiction to sex. The Tantrika form of worship became 

much popular both among the Hindus and the Buddhists in the 

period. Home of the Hindu tantras prescribe sextual connection 

as a part of religious ceremony. It is no wonder that by 

practising this kind of religion the whole of Eastern India 

lost all vigour and the whole population became co::orupted. 

I 
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wx.wo serious evils which ruined the whole generation of people 

of Bengal at that time originated from the degraded religions 

system ; the disintegrating and pernicious caste system and 

the low standard of morality. All these are the main causes 

lll 
of the total failure of them to resist foreign :Lnvasion • 

Section IV 

A g r 1 c u 1 t u r e 

As in ancient times, agriculture in early Medieval 

Bengal was regarded as the most honourable occupation of Bengal. 

In fact the economic system in Bengal has always been based on 

land tenure 112 • It was always the chief occupation of. the 

bulk of the people. For the masses, land was the sole means 

of subsistence. It was no longer the vocation exclusi~ely 

assigned to the Vai/yas and s'udras and for-bidden to Brarunana 
~ . 

and Kshatriya. Now all the castes and classes adopted it as a 

noble and even profitable vacation and enterprise. 

Information about the agrarian condition of Bengal 

in ancient time is scanty. If the Kingdoms of Gangaridei 

Prasioi were within the territory of Bengal as has been stated 

by the early classical writers - 'The people who live in the 

:fUrthest off part are the Gaugarides whose King 'possesses 

-! 
I 



1000 horses, 700 elephants anu 60000 foot in apparatus of 

war', and the prosperity of the country was probably uu~ to 

the flourishing condition of agriculture 113
• The Mahasthan 

- ~~\_<;.)j.)·-'.1*0- . 
Brahmirinscription of the age ment1ons Dhanya or paddy, 

j, 

114 
seasamum and mustard seeds 0 

Regarding the ownership of land there are diver-

gences of opinion among different sources. According to one 

I 
school of thought, represented by Jaimini. Sabara and others, 

the King or the state was not the owner of all land, but was 

115 . 
merely entitled to levy l~~es from the holders of land • 

This school stresses on the idea that the King collects taxes 

in lieu of protection that is offel'ed by him to llis subjects. 

The seconci school of thoU6ht emphasises on the ic.ea that the 

King is the lort of the soil ( bhillner = adhipatti-t. - hisah ) 116• 

But the real nature of the crw.nersrdp of land by King has been 

~(' 

correctly brought out by same scholars,~the ri5hts of the King 

are a theory, an abstraction poetically and politically 

spaking, he is the lord, the master, the protector of the 

earth ( ~thivipati, bhUmi~ara, bhllmrpa ) just as the lord 

the master, the protector of tne people 
• • • • • • 0 • • • but he 

is no more the actual proprietor of the soil than of his sub-

jects ; they need not have .his permission to buy or sell it or 
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to give it away11117. This has been the nature of the owner-

ship and authority of the King over land. 

There is also differemces of opinion among the 

different early Indian authorities about the percentage of 

King1s share from the amount of agrarian proa.ucts. According 

to M~asthenes, the King demanded one-fourth of the produce, 

but according to other early Indian authorities, it wa.s .. one- · 

sixth of the p£oduce 118 and this theory has been supported 

by the fact that the King received one-sixth of the merit for 

creating rent free holding in favour of Gods and Brihm.anas 
• 

out of State land sold to a partyo The fact has a striking 

support in the Mallasarul plate 119 • 

Land, being the main instrument of Bengal economy, 

was the main source of we~lth and the chief suppcrt of life. 

Our knowledge about the system of land tenure is incomplete 

and not clear at all. Most of the copper plates during the 

Gupta and post Gupta period refer to the sale or gift of waste 

land for pious purpose. The eqgerness of the state to get the 

uncultivated lands cultivated and to keep fields under culti-

vation in its own interest is easily intelligible. It was not 

possible for the state to undertake direct cultivation of all 

fresh acquired or reclaimed land. On the other hand,on the death 
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of the tenant it was quite natural his son and grandson to 

get a le~se of the same land successively for lifelong. On the 

basis of the same enthusiasm, the state allowed a tenant to 

enjoy a piece of uncultivated land, w1 thout paying any taxes, 

because he had brought tt first under cultivation 120• It may 

be presumed that the authority of tax free enjoyment of· land in 

cases was not illogical because the state did not spend any 

amount for bringing the plot of land under cultivation. 

Moreover the state was expected to receive taxes on the death 

of the first tenant and at the time of appearance of the question 

of re -allot1ng the plot to his heir 121 o It may be inferred from 

the records of the copper plate grant that land was gifted al'IB:/ 

as a revenue free holding according to the principle of 

bhiimichhidra-nyaya ( the maximum of the waste land ) • This should 

be taken to mean the cultivation of waste land 1 • The copper 

plates of the Gupta and Ppst Gupta age record the sale ·of 

extensive plot of state land in Bengal in favour of the learned 

pious Brarunanas or religions institutions as rent free estates. 

The land was mostly Khila (fallow land which had never been 

previously cultivated) and aprahata (waste land that had never 

been previouslu cultivated) oa.tegorieso The main consideration 

was in the arranging for cultivation of the fiel;is and Q.evelop

ment of the area by founding habitations, markets etc. The 

neighbouring area was sure to develop and it was anticipated 
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that in the event of the death of the landlord without an 

heir or when he would commit a crime like rebellion against 

the state, the whole estate would come to possessiJn of the 

S.tate 122 • The copper plate grants of the Gupta pe.i.'iod prove 

that these holding were governed by the principle of nivi-dharma, 

akshaya-nivi-dharm.a or aprada-dharma. It was a· peculiar kind 

of tenur.e by which the purchaser, or the person of Institution 

on 'Whose behalf the land was transferred after purchase, had . 

the right of perpetual enjoyment, but not of further alienation 

by .sale or mortgage. 

The clauses of Ramganj copper plate grant of 

I 
IswaraGhosha of the Ghosl}a dynasty of sometime about the 12th 

Century A.D. include that 1 the land is to be exempted from all 

burdens', that 1 is not to be entered by the irregular and regu- · 

· lar troops', that 1 it is to ~xempted from all taxes' and that 

. ''it is to last as long as the Sun and the Moon etc. shall endure' 

in the Traditional manner as the practice we generally come -

across in the earlier land grants of the Palas. The cultivators 

of the land were ordered to pay to the donee the customery 

Kara or tax and all other revenues 123• The Rampa~copper plate 

of lz.ichandr a. 124 - ~5 and the Bela..va copper plate of Bhojavarman 

mention all the same clauses enjoyed by the donee. 

•I 



Thus the religious grants of the Palas and their 

contemporaies contained more or less the same provision. They 

were perpetual and hereditary and were not only revenue free, 

but also carried with them the C\ssigrunent of roya...._ revenue from 

the villages. Again the heads of the revenue and other charges 

imposed upon the villages would seem to have been the same as 

in earlier times. 

During the early period of the history of Bengal 

ag~iculture, which was held to be the mainstay of the people 

of Bengal, was conducted following the courses of &reat river 

system which acted as vital furtilising agent of the soil. But 

there took place a steady increase in the cultivation area 

with the growth of. population due partly to an inc:.rease birth 

rate and partly to immigration. One can easily visualise the 

extension of the cultivablE( land in Bengal in the copper plates 

of the 5th, 6th and 7th Centuries A..D. A. careful analysis of 

the character of the land donated proves the fact that land 

donated, in most cases were 1 aprada1 , aprahata 1 anu khila 

(unsettled, uncultivated and fallow). Tippera copper plate 

of Lokonath& records the grant of a land in a place where 

deer, buffaloes, boars, tigers, serpents etc. enjoy, according 

to their will, all pleasure of home life11 126• Those example·s 

show clearly the steady extension of cultivation and rural 



settlement. 11 The pressure of a growing population, the grovJ ... 

ing desire of pri~sts for materials prosperity and the religious 

zeal of the Kings - all served in various ways to organise a. 

widespread attack on some of the •negative• lands of the pro

vince, where settlement and agriculture had at first avoided
11127

• 

The Branmanas contributed substantially to the deve-, 

lopment of agriculture by imparting a deep knowledge of the 

science to other farmers. Some early medieval beliefs and ritu-

a1s sponsored by the priests, strangely enough, contributed much 

to progressive farmil'1..g. They held that the killing of a cow was 

aJS heinous as homicide and this belief served to preserve cattle 

wea1th in the country 'Which was the mainstey of farm operation. 

Some Bribmanas wellversed in astrology taught the farmers not 
• 

only the use of plough and manure but imported to them . valuable 

,. 
knowledge of the science or agriculture as well as of su9h re-

~ted disciplines as soil chemistry and mechanics, hydrology 

and meteorology and the impact of planet movement. Prognosti-

cation about seasons and rains based entirely on astrological 

and astronomical calculations contributed a good deal to the 

systematisation and development of the agrarian economy and 

the prosperity of the period 128• 

It may be presumed that the two factors accelerated 
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the agrar·ian development of at that time. One wa.s the decl:ine 

of industry 3.ncl trade after the 7th Century A.D. Due to the 

loss. of valuable markets, the production of pri~cipal commo-

dities and the trade and commerce• in them declined and the 

bulk of those, engaged in trade and commerce and industry were 

thrown out of jobs. All were forced to fall back to agriculture, 

but the theory of decline of trade and commerce in Bengal has 

l28 a been differently interpreted by PoKo Ehattacheryya • As 

a result of urban decay the occupation of artisans were 

~uralised and they were granted land for their maintenance. 

The Pafchimbhie, copper plate of s'richandra reco1ds the gift 

of land to dancer, two couch-shell blowers, two drum-beaters, 

five big drum-beaters and eight Kettledrum beaters and groups 

of servicing clasess comprising four florists, two oilmen, two 

potters, two carpenters, two mashons, two blacksmiths, eight 

sweepers 129 • This obviously proves that as a result of decline 

of trade and industry the artisans had to rush to the rtU'al 

areas for subsistence 130 o The second factor that aggravated 

agricultural production was the new democratic legislation, 

aiming at the establisr1l!lent of an egalitarian social system 

without distinctions of caste and colour, also c::ontributed to 

that end 131o 

The revenue collected from the agricu.lt'LU'al land 

'I 

. ' 
I 
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through the heads of territorial units such as Uparika, 

Visb.ayapati, Da/agramika and Gramapati. The revenue collected 

a.::e referred to in general terms as Blmga, bhoga, Kara, Hiranya 

Uparikara etc. in the land grants 132• It seems that bhaga 

was the usual land revenue paid in kind. During the entire 

Pal-a rule this Bha,ga formed the main basis of Pila economy. 

·. 
Bhaga means 11 the periodic supplies of fruits, firewood, flowers 

and the like which the villagers had to furnish to the King 11
• 

!tara means tax in general. Hiranya means, as held by U .N .Ghosal, 

Kings s~e of certain crops paid in cash 133• 

Cattle rearing was also emphasised alcn.gwith agri-

culture. The expression "trina-puti-go-chara-parvanta 11 men-

tioned in most of the land grants of the time, suggests that 

good pasture grounds, which were provided for the cattle, pro-

duced various kinds of grass and was located in a corner of 
f 

the village boundaries. 

The cultivation of the land mainly depended on rain 

water wch is evident from the description of Ramacha.ri ta134 • 

A.. number of embankments were built by the minor rulers of 

that time. BhattaBbavadeva, the minister of Harivarman 

caused the excav&tion of a tank before the temple of Visnu in 
• • 

_____ , 
I 
I 
I 
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Ridha:. The Bhuvanelwar inscription claims tha. t 11 the waterless 
• 

boundary lands abutting on a village situated in an arid 

region, has been made by him a. reservoir of water which gladd-

ens the soul and mind of the company of tourists sunk in fati-

gues and ~ose beds of lotuses have become devoid of bees as 

they are fascinated by the reflections of its surface of the 

"135 lotus-faces of beautiful demsels engaged in bath • Besides 

canals, lakes, tanks and wells, the practice of a.ccumulating· 

water in reservoirs for purposes of irrigation was also in 

vogue •. The Irda copper plate of Nayapaladeva. refers such a. res-

ervoir of water for the purpose of flourish of agriculture. 

ftega;rding the measure of land before tr-~.e Pr egupta 

age, we have very little information. The inscriptions of the 

Post..Gupta age throw some light about the measurement o·f land. 

- i; -These were the Patakas or Bhupatakas which were equal to forty 

dronas. Excepting pataka and drona, other terms used in the 
• 0 0 

later records are adhaka, unmana Kala possibly s.tood for 

uncertain equation 136• The Gupta records generally mention two 

technical terms, Kulyavapa and Dronavap-a regarding the measure-

ment of land. But the exact equivalent of those in modern time 

cannot be determined 137
o The actual work of measurement throu-

ghout the whole period of the history of Bengal was done by 



means nalas or rods varying in length from region to region. 

It is not possible to draw up a conclusive picture 

about the agricultural practice. It appears from the study of 

the inscriptio~s that the paddy (dhanya) was cultivated in 

Bengal r.rom early period. There 1s the reference to a granary 

of rice and other grains at PudaOgala in the Mahasthan Brihmi 

inscription. The Raghuvainfa describing .da.ghu1 s conquest .. of 

the va..Ogas, remarks that Raghu uprooted and replanted the Kings 

like rice plants. The Ramch~ita holds a poetic description 

about the various products. 11 (Varandri) which was (esteemed as) 

the sparkling crest jewel of the earth because of (the presence 

-of) Lakshmi (beauty) whose lovely farm was beheld in the paddy 

fields of various kinds, which was further spread over by fire 

bamboo .clumps and v.hich had (as addit-ional charm) the suger

cane plant tha.t was flourishing excellantly there 11 138• 

It has been referred in the Sadukti Karnamrita of 

£ridhara. that paddy and barley fields lay at the outskirts of 

the village 
139

• In another verse of the same work there are 

references to some food grains and vegetables 140 o Some ins.-

criptions from Pundravardhana mention ( Samra-madhUka) 141• 
. . . 

Some other mention Samrapanasao The mango, the madhuka and the 
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jack:fruit or Panasa were common products. Yuan Chwang refers 

to the abundant growth of ja.ck:fruit in Pundrava..rdhana 
142

• 
0 • . 

Guava and coconut (Sa.-guvik~narikela) were other important 

143 
agricultural products as mentioned in early inscr'iptions • 

Pavanadutal1fefers that the ladies planted betel trees in the 

courtyards and watered themselves. 

Besides the above, the contemporary records mention 

a variety of other crops grown in different parts of Bengal. 

These include malabathrum and spikenard mentioned in the 

11feriplus of the Erythra.ean Sea' among the exports of this 

144 province • These were of an excellent quality and 1vere grown 

on an e~tensive scale in the Eastern Himal~yas. Another import-

ant crop cultivated in Bengal was mustard. The Vappaghoshavata 
• 

grant of Jayanaga mentions the existence of mustard channel in 

145 I~ . 

Kar~asuvar~a • The A.shrp.Jpur grant of Deva.kha~ga specifi-

cally states that the donee should enjoy the donated land by 

the cultivation of betel-nuts, palms and coconuts 146• 

The foregoing discussion based on literary and 

opigraphic evidences makes it clear that our survey period 

(5th Century A..~. to 13th Century A..u.) witnessed so many ups 

and downs in agricultural development. Owing to some distUl'-

bances and regional wars, the economy of the country was rudely 
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disturbed. The decline in ind.us try a.n<i the intr· ociuc tion of 

the new conceptions leadill6 to the establishment of an egali t

a.rian society, though it shattered the traditional caste-basEd 

occupations and associated prejudices, yet it promoted the 

growth of agriculture. Due to the fertility of the land and 

the hard la bour farmers put in, food grain production rose 

unimaginably. The economic condition of the farmers again 

deteriorated in the 11th and 12th Centuries A.J. \~ich was re

garded as the heyday of Indian feudalism, because of excessive 

taxes imposed on the farmers. 

Section V 

Industry 

Tho11.6h agriculture played a predominant part in 

in Bengal's economy, a number of crafts and inc.:.ustries \.levelop

ed at a very early age and played an important part in the life 

of the people of Bengal. It is evident both from the literary 

and epigraphic sources that whereas the rural population was 

mainly dependent on the soil and its produce, the to\-ms, 

although not probably divorced from agrarian activity, tended 

to do variety of functions, commercial, ina. us trial, politic a1, 

juciicial and military. It has bc:en describeci ill contemporary 
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sources that the most distinctive feature of the towns was 

147 
the comparative richness and luxury • 

:-;.,"lJ:.' 
~\) 

However, it has been assumed by some scholars that 

Industry was extensively on the decline between the 8th and 

12th Centuries ~1. due to some inconveniences. But some in-

dustries were repo~tedly functioning normally and contributed 

much to the economic growth of Bengal. Sources of the period 

testify to the technical superiority, manual experience and 

scientific acumen of the artisans and craftsmen of this period 

"Which were all much more advanced in comparison to the ancient 

Indian epoch. The genesis of the development of industries may 

be improved condition of the labour class. Since the Gupta 

period there developed a broad and liberal outlook in the 

society about the status of working class. The legislators of 

the period under review realised the dignity of labour. There 

~e some factors that contributed to the improvement of the 

condition of the labour class. First ana. foremost among them 

was the emergence of a new religious movement in northern and 

eastern India for levelling the social distinctions that set 

apart the high and low classes since the end of the 8th Century 

A..D. The movement was led by a Buddhist monk rlahulabhadra who 

was a. pupil of Haribhadra, a renowned Nalanda scholar and a 

contemporary of King Dharmapala ( 770 - 815 A.D). This movement 



of the levellers started by Rahulabhadra appealed to the 

common people. It represented a revolution in the fUndamental 

pattern of thought and culture. It was a great blow to religi

ons tradition. The lower classes of people welcomed the revol

ting movement ~ it held out promises in the social and eco

nomic spheres of life. The demand for labour during the period 

under discussion when wars were a passion with the King,increased 

considerably and served to promote the status of the working 

class. The feudal lords were ever on the lookout for chances 

of the extension of their territory and of self aggrandisement. 

A.. weak ruler anywhere was a signal for aggressive wars and 

usurpation. This radsed the demand of war -like instrument and 

subsequently heightened the status of the labours. The assimi

lation of the foreigners in the Hindu society also lowered the 

gap between the higher and the lower class in the society and 

thereby upheld the condition of the working class. By complete 

merger of foreign tribal havits, custom, manners, beliefs and 

tradition, the age old tradition of us was shatte;:·ed beyond 

repair. The egalitarian ideology had so Wldermined the basic 

concept of Caste that the people of all tribes became unrestra

inedly exogamous in disregard of caste injunctions 148• As a 

result of this tribal amalgamation and injection of mixed blood 

in the veins of high andlow, the very concept of a caste based 

society disappeared. The rece-ption of foreign culture into the 
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national life and the resulting syncretism greatly served to 

promote the status and living condition of the working class. 

The improvement of the condition of the working class greatly 

influenced the position of the industry and paved the way for 

the economic growth of the country. 

Among the industries that furnished in Eengal during 

the period of our study textile industry took the J;·rominent part. 

Bengal achieved great fame for her textile industry in remote 

I_ 149 
past. During the time of Arthasastra , it was already a 

wellestablished industry. Four varieties of the textile commo-

dities produced in early Bengal were Kshauma, dukUla, Patrona. 

and Karpasika. Kshauma probably denoted linen of coarse quality 

and its centres of production were Pundravardhana and Benaras. 

DukUla was the finer quality of linen and its centres of manu-

facture were ~ast and North ~engal, both of which were the pro-

minent centres of textile industry from very early times probably 

before the beginning of the Christian era. The nature of Patrona 

is not known. It was probably wild silk add the centres of its 

production were Magadha, Pundra and elsewhere. Karpasika was the 
• t . 

was the cottom fabric and those were manufactured in various 

parts of India 150• 

It is apparent from the early sources that Bengal 

attained great eminence in textile industry as early as the time 



of Kautilya. Subseque.t1t evidences show that she retained 
• 

eminence in this field down almost to the beginning of the 

19th Century. 1The periplus of the Erythraean sea• v.Titten 

by a Greek sailor in the first Century A.D. refers to the 

Maslin of the finest sort• exported from Bengal. The reputa-

tion of Bengal in the field of textile industry is also testi-

fied to by the Arab write.rs. Accordingly to the Arav merchant 

Sulaiman in the 9th Century A. • .U. there was 1 a stuff made in 

this country(Ruhmi probably located in Be.ngal) v.:.1ich is not 

to be found else-v.here; so fine and delicate is tnis material that 

dress maae of it may be passed through a signet-:cing 1 ;-Marco 

Polo, who visited India in the 13th Century A.D. states that 

151 
in his time Bengal still plied a lucrative trane in cottom goods • 

Another important industry that attained importance 

during the period was sugar. Bengal was probably one of the 

earliest homes of sugercane cultivation. It has been pointed 

I 
out by Susruta that Paundra....;..ku..canes were noted fur the yielding 

•• 

of large quantity of suger. Marco Polo witnessed tr...at suger was 

152 one of the most important commoditi""s of export from Bengal 

Another important inClustry was the making of salt 

• 

by means of evaporation either f.rom the infiltrated sea water or 

from sub-soil brine practised in certai:-' ar·eas. T ne Irda copper 



plate of Nayapala of the Kamboja dynasty in the tenth century 

A.D. records tr.~.e grant of a villa,g e in the uandabhuktimandala 
! e e I 

of the Vardhamana bhukti along with salt pits (lavana.karaJ;t) 153• 

on the other hand the .t<.amapala copper plate i'r ichandl· a of the 

11th Century A..D. 154 and the Belava plate of Bhoj avarmq.n of 

155 12th Century A.u. records the grant of village in 

Pund.ravardhana bhukti 'alongwith salt' (Sa-lavanah). But it 

should be mentioned in this connection that salt is not menti-

oned in any of the grants of the Pala and Sena Kings. It may 

possibly because that the manufacture of salt though practised 

in some parts of Bengal from the lOth Century onwards, yet it 

had not developed into any considerable industry. The large 

amount of fresh water flovJing in the sea from different rivers 

and the dampness of climate prevented the growth of this 

industry in Bengal. 

The metal work of various kinds must have been known 

from very early times. The most important function of the black-

smith was the making and the repair of the agricultural imple-

ments. The Karmakara was, accordir~ to the Brihad-dharma Purana, 
• 

included within the Uttama-saUkara group. Agriculture being the 

profession of the majority, the services of the Karrna.l{ara were 

in great demand. Besides, the royal authority wa§.. ed incessant 

warfare, where the Karmakara played a vital role. Some arrow 

. i 
i 



heads and spear heads of iron have been unearther ':~d in P8.harpur 

excavation 156• The high standard of metal casting may be seen 

J I-
in the gold plated image of Manjusri from Balaidhan mound near 

Mahasthan. It is undoubtedly one of the finest pieces of bronze 

IIJ..57 
icons discovered in Northern and Eastern India • The image 

has been dated to the Gupta period. The tradition thus was fair-

ly old and was follovred by the artists of later period like that 

of the Pala.- Sena bronzes. The smiths also were making various 

utensils of metal. They even made water vessels of iron, as men

tioned in the Edilpur grant of Vilvarupa-Sena not ;)f Kelavasena 

as it was thought earlier 158• 

The pottery making was also an important means of 

subsistence of a group of people of Bengal. The Kumbhakaras 

0 

also belonged to the Uttamasankara group. Among all the indus-

tries pottery was probably the oldest. The earliest of its 

specimen in Bengal has been 'excavated in Bangad which represent 
" . . 

the Maurya.-Sunga period. Terracotta images of tf1..is style have 

been unearthed from the excavation 159 • The excavation at 

Mahasthan also reveals the same tradition. A. number of Gupta. 

style pottery has been discovered in its early level l60. 

A whole series of terracotta plagues have been found at Paharpur. 

These terracotta plaques made Bengal potters uniq].le in Indian 

history. According to Niharranjan fuy, every conceivable subject 



of ordinary human life finds its place on these pla~es. The 

ordinary people expressed their· sorrows, happiness and desire 

in these plaques. & large number of storage Jars, lotas, cooking 

utensils, saucers ana dishes of the 8th and 9th Century A.D. 

have been unearthed at PB.harpur 161• The making of bricks may 

also be mentioned here. The inscriptions from L1e Gupta period 

onwards show that innumerable .Devakulas were built. A.s there 

was large scale building activity during the Pala-Sena period, 

so quite a good number of people were engaged in brick making 

and the work of a mason was urgently needed. Some people 

assumed the pro-Jession of Taks10P or carpenters who were inclu-

ded w1 thin the Madhyama - Sat'lkara group of the Brihad 
0 

dharma Purana. 

Two other cate6ories of craftsmen we~·e the workers 

in stone and wood. The numerous stone images of the Hindu period 

of Bengal and the beautifully engraved inscriptions on stone 

slabs bear eloquent testimony both to the volume and skill of 

the stone-carvers• profession. The black chloride stone, out of 

which most of these images were carved, was probably obtained 

from the Rajmahal Hills and carried in boats to the different 

centres of the sculplor1 s art in the Pr-ovine e. Side by side with 

the stone-carving, wood carving and carpentry also appear to 

have been practised on an extensive scale. ~ few evidences of 



1 bl t s and most of them perished wood carving are avai a e o u 

because of the perishable nature of wood. The carpenters seem 

to have built houses and temples and made household furniture, 

boats, ship and wheeled carriages. 

Jewellery also provided occupation to considerable 

group of metal workers as it was the fashion of the rich to use 

gold and silver ornaments made of pearls and preciou.s stones. 

'.rhe Deopara inscription of Vijayasena mentions· 11 flowers made 

of precious stones necklaces, ear rings, anklets, garlands .and 

golden bracelets 11 worn by the wives of the King 1 s servants and 

the jewellery worn by the temple girls. The Naihati copper plate 

of Vallilasena refers to necklaces of pearls worn by ladies 

of royal blood. The Ramachari ta mentions 11 J ewelled anklet-bells 1 

"charming ornaments set with diamonds, lapis-lazuli, pearls, 

emeralds, rubies and saphires 11 162 
o According to Tabaqet-i::..Nasirf 

~golden and silver dishes 11 were used in the palace of 

~- 163 Lakshmana,. o 
• A. 

Another important industry was ivory making. The 

Bh;ter; plate of Govinda-Ke~va mentions ivory workers(dantakara) 

by name 
164

, while the Edilpur plate of vi£varupasena refers to 

palanquins supported by staffs maae of elephant's tusk 165 • 

Reference may be made to the growth of many minor arts, crafts 
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and professions and mention may be made in this connection 

of the florists, garland makers, carpenters, mason, painters, 

braziers, goldsmith, blacksmiths, potters, weavers, oilmen, 

barbars, cobblers, butchers, distillers of wine etco 

The persons following the same traae or industry 

grouped themselves into associations which amongst j.ts wider 

social and religious functions, regulated the economic life 

or their members and dealt with the people at la.rg e on behalf 

of its members. These associations, which secured social and 

legal recognition of their status, rights and activities and 

.possessed a true corporate identity, may conveniently and 

approprietly be termed guilds. The so-called 11 thirty six" 

castes of Bengal which must have evolved before the end of the 

Hindu period, are living testimonies to the industrial and pro-

ressional organisations known as trade and craft guilds which 

are referred in the early smriti literatureo .Reference, to the 
0 

trade and craft guilds in Bengal in the 5th and 6th Centuries 

.L.D. have been made in the Damadara;.pur copper plates of Kum~ra 

Gupta and Budha Gupta of the Later Gupta dynasty. The important 

position occupied by the nagar a;. iresh~hi (Guild president) , 

Prathama Sartha.va1\a (Chief merchant), Prathama Kulika (the chief 

artisan) and the Prathama Kayastha in the local administration 

prove the fact that the guilds played an important part in 



industrial life of Bengal. The nagara /reshthin, the most 

wealthy man of the town, represented perhaps, the rich Urban 

population and held the position of the president of the town 

guild of bankers. The Prathama sarthavc!ba, the chief merchant 

represented, perhaps, the merchant class or the various trade 

guilds •. The Prathama Kulika, the Chief artisan, represented 

perhaps, the various artisan classes. The Prathama-Kayastha, 

the chief scribe VJhomight either has represented th,_; Kayasthas 

ii\s a class or have been a Government official in the capacity 

or a Chief Secretary of the present day 166o The Chief of 

important guilds commanded great respect and authority in 

Society. The Deopara inscription refers to iU1apani vbo was the 
• 

-head of artisans of Varend.ri. He was so well regarded and res-

pected that by common consent he became Chudamani (crest jewel) 
~ 

amongst. varendra1 s artisans. As he owed his reputation to his 

perfection as a craftsman, the King honoured him by conferring 

on him the title of ranakao In classical literature, the word 

of Chu~amar:i has been used by renowned poets like Ka:adas, 

Harsha etc. to describe persons outstanding in their act or pro-

fession. B.P. Majumdar holds that the ruler of the period con

ferred on iillapar;.i the title of r[~aka 167 o 

Nevertheless the position of the guilds \vas not as 

sound in early medieval India as it had been in the ru1cient period. 
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There are some factors that worsened the position of the guilds 

at that time. Under the nnstable political, economic and .social 

condition of that time, it was hardly possible for the corporate 

bodies to carry on their trade, business and manufacturing work 

at one place. The prosperity and development of guilds were 

generally based on trade. But in the period nnder survey~ during 

the 11th and 12th Centuries in particular, disturbed political 

condition caused the volume of trade to dominish. The destruc-

tion of important markets must have affected output and produc-

tion in industries involving the principal commodities. The 

bulk of people, who previously,earned their livelihood through 

trade and commerce, had to fall back on agriculture, In short, 

because of internal and external wars and because of a crisis 

of public confidence in the guilds, the country w-as under the 

throes of an economic depression 168
o 

Section - VI 

Trade and Commerce 

Trade and commerce formed an important part of the 

economic life of Bengal since remote IR st. It has a source of 

prosperity of Bengal which is attested by the accounts of vari-

ous ancient sources. Human life in the Delta has been deeply 

. 169 
influenced by the r1vers and the variations of monsoonal climate. 

The great rivers of Bengal had played a significant part in the 



agrarian production of the area. Besides renewing fields, 

the rivers carried an immense number of fish Which provided 

a readymade source of food to the Delta dwellers. Moreover 

the alluvial soil of the region resulted in the ht~e agrarian 

production. The warm humid climate, in conjunction w.ith the 

futility of land, made the region an extra ordinary produc

tive agricultural land capable of supporting a lur·ge surplus 

consuming class. The surplus production caused by the above 

factors fostered the trade and commerce of the region. Over 

and above the gulf region of the South-eastern part of Bengal 

and so also many navigable rivers with natural ports a.ggJ;a.-

vated the trade and commerce facilities of the region. The net

work of rivers provided a readymade system of interconnecting 

· ~terways for easy communications anu econo~cal transporta

tion l?O. Similarly the qualitative and quantitative develop

ment of Bengal's production~accilerated the process of the 

trade and commerce of the region. 

We have dearth of information regarding our inland 

commerce in the remote past. The inscriptional sources shed 

little light in that respect. On the other hand the writings 

of the foreign travellers and historians do not come to our 

much assistance because the Chief interests of the foreign 

travellers lay in the foreign trade of the province. The deve

lopment of foreign trade of which our sources of information 
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na.l 

are plenty, asserts the existence of certain amount of inter

trade of the region 171 
o There are references to officials 

collecting tolls ('aulkika) and supervisors of marts and for 

markets (hattapati) and officer incharge of markets, customs, 
t! 

tolls and ferries which indirectly testifies to the existence 

of brisk nature of internal trade and proves that the state 

derived from it a considerable revenue. The centres of inland 

trade were the towns. It has been gleaned from the inscription

al sources of Gopachand.ra, Dha.rmadi tya and Samacharadeva 172 

- -/ - . tha.,t Navyavakasika was the centre of merchants and businessmen. 

The inscriptions of Budha Gupta and Kumara;gupta also give the 

similar information about the status of city of Kotivarsha 173• 
0 • 

We have references to ships add the dockyards and to custom 

officers called 'vyapara-K~andaya.' or Vyaparandye; in the two 
----------~~·--- .. 

grants of the time of Dharmaditya and Vyaparaya-viniyukt~ 

in the grant of Gopachandra. They were obviously officials in 
I; 

charge of the duty of looking after trade and commerce. The 

rivers of the province and proximity of the Orissa and 

Chittagong coasts afforded great facilities for riverine and 

coastal trade. There can be no doubt that a large number of 

people were engaged in shipping and the province must have 

carried on brisk trade and such a department of commerce must 

have been an important source of revenue. Its duties would 

have been to levy custom dues on foreign trade ano. octroi on 

internal trade. It must have been, as Pargiter h~ pointed out, 



a. most luera.tive office 174
o It is .known :from the 

Katha-sari tasagara that Pund.ravardhana had a great market 
0 0 

place and its streets were lined with shops. Villag€s were 

also often centres of trade and business. There are refer-

ences to ha.tta or market in the Damadarapur copper plate of 
' , 

Kumaragupta 175 and Hattika in the Khalimpur plate of 
' ! 

Dha.ramapala. 176, The grant of villages with its market place 

(sa~atta) 177 , shops (hattiya~riha) and big markets (hatta-
----~·~·- .. . .. 

vara) 178 speaks of the existence of tucretiv~ trade in 
-===--
village in ancient and early medival Bengal, Thouth the 

rivers and canals of Bengal were the chief routes of inter-

nal trade there were land routes also connecting different 

parts of the province. These are referred to by foreign tra-

vellers like F~hien and Hiuen-Tsang and the mention is made 

of I raj a-pa thaI or public highwaJ' passing by a vL_lage in the 

Chittagong copper plate of Damodaradeva 179 , 
-~ 

We have got much more information about the trade 

of Bengal. The reason is probably that the oversea trade of 

a large part of North India passed through Bengal and its 

well known ports were at the mouths of the Ganges. Strabo, 

the Greek geographer and historian, who wrote his famour 
• 

1 Geogr~y' between A.D. 17 and 23, refers to the 11 Ascent or· 

vessels from the ·sea by the Ganges to Palibothra11 180 We 0 
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further come to know from the Jataka stories 181 that the 

merchant took ships a..t Benaras or· lower down at Champa 

(modern Bhagalpur) and then either made coasting voyage.to 

Ceylon or crossed the Bay of Bengal to SuvarnaabhUmi. W.e 
0 

also learn from the 11 P eriplus of the Erythraean Sea 1 that 

Bengal maintained an active oversea trade with South India 

and Ceylon in the first Century A..u o Articles li.Le · malaba-

~hrt,1,m, Gangetic spikenard, pearls and Muslins of the finest 

sorts were exported. 11These were all shipped from a. 1 market 

town called Gange (Probably the same as Tamralipta) 11 
o 

~~jl~)~./ 
According to ~-- · · Pahh()f- the trade was carriE:d on from 

Va/J.ga across the sea to many countries 182 • Among the impor-

tant ports of ancient Bengal, mention should·invariably be 

made of Tamralipta. It is hardly necessary to stress the 

fact that in all periods the city which controlled the 

mouth of the Ganges was commercially the most imr ortant in 
f 

E~tern India, just as the city which controlled the gates 

of the Euxine was commercially the most important in Hellas183• 

Now, there is a controveroy among the scholers 

about the position of trade and commerce in the post-Gupta 

period. According to the prominent historian ri.S. Sharma 

India, after exhibited the characteristics of feudalism involving 



payment of services in land ins tead of coins which develop-

ed in an economy marked by the dearth of coins and the absence 

of trade and commerce 184 • But D. c. Sircar holds ·~hat the 

above theory is incorrect. According to him, there is no evi-

dence of any real dearth of coins in Indian markets during 

. 185 
the early and medieva.l. period· • ·Perhaps a standf!l'd currency 

was no longer needed for measuring the prices of commod.i ties in 

terms of money, for trade by barter or through cov.r.ries became 

usual practice in the country where foreign trade was either 

non-existent or negligible. 

South-East Bengal had altogether a different fea-

ture. The regional rulers felt the necessity of maintaining· 

metallic currency obviously for the purpose of catering to 

the economic needs of the country. The Gupta gold coins dis-

covered alongwith "Imitation type 11 clearly point to the ade-
' 

ctuate political and commercial importance of the Maiamat! -

Lilmai urban centres up.to the 8th Century A.. D. although no 

indigenous coins have come to light representing the period 

between llth and 12 Centuries A.JJ. The traces of minted metallic 

coins in the regions show not only the brisk commer·cial 

transaction, but also the continuous supply of golu and silver 

from abroad. As the Chittagong-Tippera region did not have 

deposits of golci-silver bearing ore, \\'e are to locate the 
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sources of the precious metals in Southern China, Burma, 

Pegu and South-East Asia. 186 
o The precious metals could 

come to South-East Bengal if the region was in a pcsition 

to export commodities needed by the neighbouring countries. 

It is highly probable that South - East Bengal got gold and 

silver from Southern China, Pegu and South-East Asia in 

exchange of textile goods, earthen wares and also perhaps 

or rice. 

In the pre~uslim period Harikela, Samatata and 
0 

• Vanga formed an economic unit. They maintained communication 

with different regions of their hinterland along the course 

or Ksh!roda river which used to encircle Mainamatr in the 

form of a moat 188• It is reasonable to hold that Devaparvata 

and other cultural centres of Mainamat1-L8.lmai l'egion were 

connected with Chittagong and Ramu noar Cox 1 s hazar on the 

Arakan road by a land route. Chi tta5ong and .rtamu v!hose 

antiquity is attested by archaeological and literary evidence189 , 

served in that case as the sea-ports_of South-East Bengal. 

Vikamapura, an administrative capital from the lOth Century 

to 12th Century ~D. 190 , had perhaps some commercial impor

tance indicated by the location on the Dhalefvari Ll Samatata 
• 

mandala is clear from its location near the Kshiroda and 
•• 

the Gomati. 
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The indication of trade that we get from the literary 

and numismatic sources are not reflected in the epigraphic 

records of the Devas, the Chandras and the Varmans and it 

is impossible to determine hovl far the society vl3.S commer-

cialised. The inscriptions do not mention the existence of 

merchants and skilled artisans whom we frequently noticed 

in the Gupta land grants. It indicates the importance of 

land at that time and the feudalistic character of the 

society. But the feudal economy as indicated by ··~he lan.~ 

grants could hardly preclude the possibility of trade and 

urban centres supported by a standard currency. 

Regarding the trade routes, we have got some 

information from several sources we are here going to high-

light only the main routeso The oversea trade of Bengal 

from Tamralipta followed different courses. The first course 

was along the eastern coast of the Bay of Bengal right upto 

Malay Peninsula and then through the Malay straits to South-

East AsiGt as far as China. The second was the co,,stal voyage 

to Palaura near modern chicacole and then right across the 

Bay of Bengal to the opposite coast. The third route was 

along the eastern coast of India to Ceylon and then turni.ng 

· north along the western coast to the mouth the Indus and then 
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191 
upto the ports of Arabia and Eastern Africa • 

Regarding the land routes which connec~ed the 

north-eastern, northern and western India. with this region 

we have got some information. One of them connected Bengal 

with Kamariipa and China. Hiuen-Tsang travelled through 

this route in the 7th Century A..D 192 • This route was con-

tinued upto the 9th Century A.D. Another route following 
. ' 

the ganges joined the network of highways YJhich converged 

at Benaras. Merchants travelled from different areas of 

Bengal to Ayodhya, Pataliputra etc. through this road. 
0 

Another important land route passed through the Himalayas 

across Nepal, Sikkim and Chumbi valley to Tibet and China • 

• Another important land route followed the coast of Kalinga 

and ran upto South Indian peninsula. 

' . i 
I 
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